Guidelines for Court Reservations /Court Usage /Common Areas

- Reservations must be called in. Payment will be charged to member card on file.
- All players must be checked in with accurate contact information to support contact tracing efforts.
- Arrive as close as possible to when you need to be here.
- Players must wear face coverings in the lounge area.
- Locker rooms will be closed, arrive ready to play. There will not be a changing area.
- Forest View locker rooms will be for restroom use and handwashing only.
- Use hand sanitizer before going on court.
- Bring a full water bottle, drinking fountains will be shut off.
- Bring your own towel, towel service has been suspended.
- Bring your own racquet, demos and loaners will not be available until further notice.
- Do not share racquets.
- Avoid touching tennis nets, divider nets and back drops on court.
- Do not open divider nets or exterior court doors – STAFF CONTACT ONLY.
- Try to stay at least six feet apart from other players, do not shake hands or high five your opponent.
- Use racquet/foot to push tennis balls back and or hit them to opponent to avoid using hands and touching tennis balls.
- Stay on one side of court/avoid changing ends.
- Plan to leave the facility immediately after play. Lobby areas are closed for now.
- Regrip your racquet often.
- Ball machine rentals will not be available until further notice.

Operational Protocols

- Staff have been trained to know the guidelines & recommendations for player safety.
- Face coverings are required in the lounge area at all times.
- Please maintain a 6 foot distance from others while in the common areas.
- Hand sanitizing stations have been installed.
- Benches, score cards and garbage cans have been removed from the tennis courts.
- Court times may be staggered to allow for spacing of groups entering and exiting courts.
- Facility capacity will be limited to 4 patrons per court and club staff.
- Foot traffic maps may be guided to minimize congestion.
- Per state guidelines chairs and tables have been removed from the lounge to prevent congregating and touching.
- Per state guidelines drinking fountains have been shut off.
- All accessible surfaces – such as doorknobs, stair rails, bathroom fixtures & toilets will be cleaned & sanitized several times a day as needed.
- Coffee & towel services have been suspended.
- Use of kitchen appliances are for STAFF ONLY.

What you can Expect in our Private & group Lessons

- Red ball classes have been redesigned to be “Parent/child” only:
  - registration will include 3 red balls that must be used in class
  - parents and students must bring their own racquets, they will be available to purchase.
- Court capacity will be 1 teaching professional/4 students.
- Students will always be “staged” in place when not hitting.
- Class activity will end 5 minutes before the hour to allow for transition between groups.
- Expect live ball drills and game-based play to avoid overusing ball hoppers.
- Teaching professionals have been assigned specific courts, days and times.
- Teaching staff will use their own hoppers & teaching carts to avoid sharing with other classes.
- Only teaching staff will handle coaching equipment, with the exception of ball hoppers.
- Alcohol-based disinfectant will be used to clean all coaching equipment after each class.